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Abstract
In the past decade, quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd) has transformed from a local “Indian food,” produced and consumed almost exclusively in the Andean highlands, into a global consumer “super food” lauded for its amino acid, vitamin, and mineral content. While popular press articles have critiqued quinoa commercialization for provoking a price surge that left small farmers unable to afford eating this nutritious staple, this paper critically examines evidence supporting this argument and investigates the complex and contradictory nutritional politics of the quinoa boom. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork in the Peruvian highlands, this paper argues that quinoa consumption simultaneously symbolizes a “traditional” past while heralding an economically prosperous future for farmers and the nation of Peru. It demonstrates that changing relations to quinoa consumption are the result of complex individual and family-level negotiations about ideas of bodily health, tradition, and modernity. The article uses the quinoa boom as a case study to point to broader trends and challenges with commercializing traditional nutritional staples. Given the surging demand for super foods, novel foods with exceptional nutritional profiles that are often linked to traditional peoples, this research is prescient and should inform future efforts seeking to leverage demand for super foods for rural development.

Introduction
In the past decade, quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd) has transformed from a local “Indian food,” produced and consumed almost exclusively in the Andean highlands, into a global consumer “super food.” After rapidly gaining acclaim amongst health-conscious first-world consumers for its exceptional nutritional profile, high-end supermarket shelves across the North America, Europe, and Asia are now lined with a rapidly expanding array of products featuring the “lost crop of the Inca” while menus of some of the world’s most exclusive restaurants now feature quinoa salads, entrees, and pastries. In Peru, the world’s leading quinoa producer, exports increased twelve-fold and prices quadrupled between 2009 and 2013[1] (Figure 1). With prices spiking due to the demand surge, thousands of highland subsistence agriculturalists took up market-oriented quinoa production and quinoa commercialization became a model for multicultural development’s project to refashion indigenous identity for “modernity.” The Peruvian state, along with local and international NGOs and development organizations, framed the quinoa boom as the long-awaited opportunity to transform highland subsistence farmers, long lamented as “culturally backward” and “economically unproductive, into “modern” capital-accruing producers[4] that would contribute to the nation’s export-focused development model.

This paper uses the quinoa boom as a case study to examine the politics of nutrition in “traditional” food commercialization, foregrounding how health food trends amongst first-world consumers, and specifically desires for traditional foods,

[1] wish to note that transforming subsistence farmers into producers is also about making them into (capitalist) consumers, and broadly capitalist subjects.
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can incite drastic impacts on nutrition in the distant producer communities producing a respective food. This article thus seeks to link literature on the rise of “nutritionism”[2] and “fashion foods”[3] in the US with the rather meager literature on producer community nutrition and the effects of global food trade on producer health. While nutritional dimensions of the quinoa boom has received plentiful media attention[4,5], most of which promulgates a tale of producers selling their entire quinoa harvests and no longer being able to afford quinoa, this article tells a more complex story in which rural and urban communities experience the quinoa boom in radically different ways, and in which the nutritional impacts change over the course of the boom. It argues that changing relations to quinoa consumption, which simultaneously symbolizes “traditional” past while heralding an economically prosperous future for farmers and the nation of Peru, are the result of complex individual and family-level negotiations regarding ideas about bodily health, tradition, and modernity.

Figure 1: Peruvian Quinoa Exports 2002 - 2013 (in thousands of USD). Source: Peru Customs.

Figure 2: Peruvian Quinoa Exports, 2013. Source: Ministry of Agriculture.

As commercializing traditional foods is increasingly endorsed as a tool to promote “multicultural” and “sustainable” rural development, it is critical that we understand the ways consumers come to desire traditional foods, and the temporal dynamics of such desires, as well as the implications of commercializing a traditional food for the nutrition of the communities producing the food product. Two questions guide my inquiry[1]: What provoked the demand surge for quinoa in the US, and what anxieties and desires make quinoa a desirable food amongst consumers outside the Andes?[6,7] What are the effects of the quinoa boom on producer community nutrition and urban populations in quinoa-producing nations? The article asks these questions in order to call attention to unintended consequences of commercializing traditional foods on producer communities, and to highlight the ways “health food” trends in the “Global North”[3] impact distant producer communities. Broadly, it argues that anxieties about personal health and nutrition in the Global North, alongside anxieties about an industrial food system that incite desires for “traditional” cures, can lead to an extraction of nutrient-rich foods from the “Global South” in capitalist dynamics of extraction and appropriation. The article focuses on consumers in the US, the leading quinoa importer which accounts for over half of global quinoa imports (See Figure 2), and Peru, the world’s leading quinoa producer and exporter.

This article draws up on pre-dissertation fieldwork conducted during summer 2014 and summer 2015, during the height of the boom and the beginning of the bust. The majority of this fieldwork was conducted in Puno, the hub of quinoa production in Peru where approximately 70% of the 2013 harvest came from. Fieldwork included interviews with quinoa farmers, quinoa buyers, development practitioners, agronomists, nutritionists, and policy-makers. It also included participant observation on quinoa farms and during quinoa buys. Data about quinoa consumption in urban areas comes from these interviews and also from informal conversations with urban Peruvians in markets and homes.

Quinoa Nutritional Content and Agronomic Characteristics

High in fiber (compared to other grains) an excellent source of protein, and rich in many vitamins and minerals, particularly calcium, phosphorus, and iron, quinoa’s nutrient profile is nothing short of extraordinary[6,7]. Much of quinoa’s nutritional acclaim in the US, however, derives from its protein content. While the amount of protein in quinoa is similar to that of wheat and other grains, quinoa’s protein quality distinguishes it from other grains. The proteins in quinoa mainly belong to albumin and globulin, which have a balanced composition of essential amino acids much like milk’s protein, casein[8]. Likewise, quinoa is one of only a handful of plant-based foods considered a “complete protein,” meaning it contains all nine essential amino acids that the human body does not make in roughly equal proportions. Many researchers argue that the consumption of quinoa has substituted for the lack of animal protein in the highlands, and in many areas, quinoa is still the principal protein source[9].

Quinoa is also unique agronomically, which has contributed to its enduring centrality in highland food ways and also the emerging development discourse surrounding quinoa as a development solution. Thriving at extremely high altitudes (quinoa is commonly cultivated at 4,000 masl), in highly saline soils, and in drought conditions, quinoa thrives in the Andean Altiplano (high plain) where few other crops survive. With over two

2 Catalyzed by the Guardian’s 2013 article “Can vegans stomach the unpalatable truth about quinoa?” about a dozen major websites took up the “quinoa quandary” story between 2011 and 2013.

3 Realizing the problematic nature of categories of Global North/South and developed/underdeveloped, I put the terms in scare quotes. However, these categories are useful insofar as they highlight a pattern in where “traditional” foods come from (peripheries, being rural regions beyond cities and underdeveloped nations) and where they go to (industrial centers).
hundred recognized varietals, quinoa’s intra-specific diversity is exceptional, a trait that allows quinoa to survive in diverse climates, and be easily adapted to new regions or changing climatic conditions[10]. Quinoa’s adaptability and resistance to harsh climates and environmental conditions make quinoa particularly important in the Andean highlands where harsh and fickle climates leave agriculturalists with few crop options.

Pre-Boom Quinoa Consumption in Peru
Domesticated around 5,000 years ago in the Andean highlands, quinoa has served as a culinary staple and cultural cornerstone for numerous Andean cultural groups[7] (National Research Council 1989). The Inca spread quinoa production and consumption through much of South America during the Empire’s colonization campaign in the 15th century. In fact, quinoa production (prior to the recent expansion) maps roughly onto the contours of the Inca Empire[11] (see Figure 3) (National Research Council 1989). Upon Spanish colonization, quinoa production and consumption (along with a host of other practices linked to native peoples’ social and political life) came to be harshly stigmatized as a “comida de indios” (Indian food)[12]. The colonizers’ project to eradicate quinoa was mostly unsuccessful. As Alexander von Humboldt observed during his 18th century expeditions through the Andes, for inhabitants of the Andes highland peoples quinoa appeared to be akin to “wine to the Greeks, wheat to the Romans, and cotton to the Arabs” (National Research Council 1989). The Spaniard’s denigration of quinoa as an “Indian food” engendered an enduring stigma that has long symbolically linked quinoa consumption to backwardness in the Andean regional imaginary.

For highland peoples, quinoa consumption is not only a traditional practice and expression of cultural identity, it is considered an important aspect of highly ritualized communion between people and land, or tirakuna (sometimes translated from Quechua as “earth beings”). As[13] work on the use of coca leaves in the Andean cosmology shows, consumption of “local substances” (e.g. coca leaves, quinoa and other locally produced foods) are crucial practices in the Andean social world that establish and maintain “proper” relationships between humans and non-human beings. Likewise, decisions to consume or not consume quinoa (and take part in other practices falling in this category) are political decisions that identify one as part of the “runa” (person in Quechua, referring specifically to native peoples) social world or as “misti” (Quechua for Mestizo, and referring to the many others in opposition to runa). These oppositional identity categories, argues Allen, are enacted and negotiated through consumption practices and material engagements, such that to be misti is to not chew coca and to be Runa is to eat quinoa. Thus while quinoa consumption was (and is to a certain degree) disparaged and considered a marker of “Indianness,” “backwardness,” and poverty in the Andes, it was also a key practice for affirming group identity and solidarity while enacting relationships with non-human beings. Food is a foundation of collectivity, and consequently, of alterity[14]. Quinoa has long been denigrated precisely because the people who produce and consume quinoa are disparaged.

At the same time, quinoa consumption has been declining in the Peruvian highlands during the 20th century, and people are rapidly replacing quinoa and other nutritious “traditional” foods with cheap imported foods such as rice and pasta in daily meals which as associated with “whiteness” and Western culture (though the degree of this decline in rural versus urban areas is not known[6]. Anthropologist discussion of the substitution of wheat bread for barley gruel in a highland Ecuadorean indigenous community provides a relevant corollary, as quinoa fits into a milieu of foods with similar symbolic associations of Indian-ness in the Andes including barley gruel. She argues that leavened white bread is symbolically associated with the dominant (i.e. “Westernized”) culture, while barley gruel is associated with “tradition,” a dynamic similar to noodles and rice alongside quinoa. Weismantel contends that while the substitution of one carbohydrate for another seems insignificant, as bread enters the indigenous kitchen as part of “a complex of cultural, ideological...
and social transformation, its significance can be greater than the effects on family nutrition or the household budget would seem to suggest” (2000, 136). Likewise, consumption decisions at the household level about what to eat and cook for one’s family are highly politicized and inextricably linked to local ideas about progress and tradition, making the pressure to assimilate not a matter of abstract ideology but something that “pervades the textures of everyday life” (2000, 138). In the case of quinoa, the nutritional dimensions are indeed consequential as substituting a staple that is a rich source of proteins, vitamins, and nutrients for wheat noodles can have dramatic negative impacts on nutrient intake.

In rural highland communities dominated by subsistence agriculture, quinoa has remained a staple as harsh climates prevent farmers from adopting new crops (see Figure 4). However, massive rural-urban migrations in Peru during the last two decades have left an enormous urban poor population, most of whom are recent migrants living in extreme poverty. This population consumes less quinoa than their parents (most of whom were rural farmers) in an effort to acculturate and adapt to city life. This rejection of traditional foods cannot be read as a simple socio-economic problem (i.e. a result of poverty), but a complex shift linked to ideas about “progress” and “whiteness.” However, as quinoa was very cheap prior to the quinoa export boom, for many urban migrants quinoa served as a buffer food that allowed them to maintain relatively high levels of nutrition even with meager incomes.

The Boom

Up until the 1980s, quinoa was mostly unknown by consumers outside the Andes, though a handful of agronomists had become familiar with the grain[20]. In 1983, two American entrepreneurs “discovered” quinoa while travelling in Bolivia and promptly formed the Quinoa Corporation, an export business shipping Bolivian Quinoa Real (a variety unique for its large, white seeds grown exclusively in the Uyuni Desert) to health-food stores across the United States[17]. Quinoa demand outside the Andes increased incrementally through the 1980s and by 1988, 750 tons were sold in the US. As Bolivia’s quinoa export market grew, and Peru’s quinoa market remained domestic. In fact, Peru’s National Food Program, PRONAA, was the largest buyer of Peruvian quinoa through the 1990s[18]. Interestingly, the primary importer of Bolivian quinoa exports in the 1990s was Peru, much of which is trafficked illegally, making it unclear even today how much Peruvian quinoa is actually produced in Peru. International interest in the grain continued to increase slowly and by the late 1990s, US annual imports reached 900 tons[19]. Peru began exporting quinoa in 2002, though Bolivia surpassed quinoa as the world’s primary quinoa producer and exporter[20].

By 2005, quinoa exports were booming. Demand had surged in the US, and was increasing rapidly in Europe and Australia. The demand surge quinoa spurred a severe price hike, increasing export prices from 335 SUS$/ton in 2000 to 1,330 SUS$/ton in 2011 (approximately 400%)[21]. Farmgate prices quadrupled between 2006 and 2012. In 2011, Peru’s quinoa exports exceeded Bolivia’s and between 2012 and 2013, Peru reported a 71% increase in quinoa exports, totaling US$ 78.3 million, compared to 2012. Peru now exports quinoa to 35 different markets (43% to the US; 6.4% to Canada, 5.9% to Australia)[22,23].

Consumer Anxieties and the Desire for Quinoa in the US

What led to quinoa’s mushrooming popularity in the US (and increasingly Europe and Asia)? This article argues that consumer anxieties about personal health, alongside rises in gluten-free diets and veganism, alongside concern about the ill-effects of an industrial food system, created an opening for quinoa in US food scape. It also argues that quinoa’s interpellation into a discourse of “super foods” led to quinoa demand surge. The article contends that the fickleness of these dietary trends, which the article argues follows a logic of fashion, highlights a major drawback in promoting “super food” production as rural development: namely it may only last along as a trend does.

The “gluten free” diet’s popularity has exploded in the US in recent years. As of January 2013, 30 percent of U.S. adults reported reducing or eliminating gluten in their diets[24], and only a small fraction of these people have celiac disease. Anthropologist[25] examines the “contested illness experiences” of gluten-free dieters and finds that many gluten-free dieters question biomedicine’s hegemony and reference an expanded of the list of ailments linked to gluten (as compared to the mainstream medical establishment’s list of related ailments) and employ self-diagnosis and diagnosis of others. In other words, the gluten-free trend results in part from broader distrust of the medical establishment and dietary recommendations made by doctors and anxieties about personal health.

Entrepreneurs and marketing firms are capitalizing on this trend, and retail sales of gluten-free products increased almost 28 percent in the last 10 years to become a four billion dollar market[26,27]. As a gluten-free grain-like food, quinoa has become incredibly popular with gluten abstainers and avoiders. Not only is quinoa a popular as a wheat replacement in meals in its whole form, but many packaged baked goods (e.g. cookies, cakes) that normally contain wheat flour, now use quinoa flour as a wheat flour replacement.

Alongside the rise of the gluten-free trend, vegetarianism and conscious reduction of meat consumption has risen in the past decade. The just-released “Vegetarianism in America” study shows that 3.2 percent of U.S. adults, or 7.3 million people, follow a vegetarian-based diet. Approximately 0.5 percent, or 1 million, of those are vegans, who consume no animal products at all. In addition, 10 percent of U.S., adults, or 22.8 million people, say they largely follow a vegetarian-inclined diet (Vegetarianism in America Nationwide Survey 2008). A follow-up study in 2013 found that the total number of vegetarians had doubled to 5 percent[28] (In U.S., 5% Consider Themselves Vegetarians n.d.). Perhaps more importantly, is the rise of veganism. While vegetarians can eat animal protein in eggs and dairy, vegans can only get protein from plant sources, and thus quinoa’s complete protein status is alluring.

A key worry for vegetarians and vegans in particular, especially those in the US where average protein intake is double the Dietary Reference Intake and many people believe vegetarians will inevitably suffer from protein deficiency[29], is whether they are consuming adequate protein. As a rare plant-based “complete protein,” quinoa is touted by vegetarian blogs and doctors alike as an ideal protein source for vegetarians. For
powerful symbolic figure, “the Indian.” Ry in the US consumer imaginary, quinoa is linked to another
In addition to fitting into this traditional foods category, quinoa is marketed as traditional foods and contributed to the sudden
demand surge for quinoa and is a pattern evidenced by the surfeit of foods with packaging featuring im-
Thus quinoa is often read through a discourse of nutri-
tionism[29,30] in which quinoa’s value is primarily an outcome of
its nutrient components. Quinoa is important to gluten-free diets due to its lack of gluten, to vegetarians and vegans because of its rich protein, and to others because of its general “superfood”
nutrient density. Yet this article demonstrates that there is more
going on here in terms of quinoa’s allure to US consumers.
Alongside the rise of gluten-free, vegetarian, and vegan
diets, quinoa’s sudden attractiveness is also related to a broader
disenchantment with the industrial food system that has fueled
customer trends such as organics, fair trade, and the Slow Food
Movement[31] (Guthman 2003). Quinoa is marketed as a “tradi-
tional miracle food” and a “lost crop of the Inca” and packaging
commonly features photos of decidedly “traditional” looking
people or Inca figures and often include lengthy discussions of
quinoa’s role as the “Mother Grain” in the mystical Inca Empire.
As a growing subset of consumers lament the industrialized food
system, consumers increasingly find solace in traditional foods, evidenced by the surfeit of foods with packaging featuring images of rurality and “times past,” the rise of rural tourism, and
farmers markets[32,33]. The increasing popularity of foods explicit-
lly marketed as traditional foods and contributed to the sudden
demand surge for quinoa and is a pattern evidenced by the pop-
ularity of foods marketed as traditional such as chia seeds and also artisanal breads and cheeses.
In addition to fitting into this traditional foods category in the US consumer imaginary, quinoa is linked to another
powerful symbolic figure, “the Indian.”[34] argues, the figure of
the Indian, as the specter of the “colonisable subject,” maintains a powerful and complex position in the Western imaginary. The Indian is amongst a class of objects that inspire “hatred and fear, [they are] objects to be despised yet also of awe…evil and mys-
tery stabilizing the ship and course of Western history” (1987, 9). The emphasis in marketing and popular press articles on qui-
noa’s use by the Inca and by modern-day “Indians” draw upon this power exuded by the figure of the Indian to reinforce and bolster quinoa’s nutritional power.

Nutritional Impacts of the Quinoa Boom in Peru
As consumer demand for quinoa skyrocketed, so did its price (see Figure 5). Between 2007 and 2012, farm-gate prices quadrupled, peaking in 2013 at approximately 10 soles/kilogram (US$ 3.00). For farmers, this price increase was a godsend: most highland farmers had produced quinoa for home consumption or traded it in local ferias for a meager 2 soles/kilogram (about US$ 0.75) in previous decades. But as farm-gate prices rose, so did consumer prices, making it difficult for many of the urban poor consuming quinoa to purchase it. In interviews with urbanites in Puno and Lima in 2013, many fondly recalled the days when they could purchase a kilogram of quinoa for 5 soles, as in the 2013 a kilogram of quinoa in the market cost around 23 soles. In 2013, quinoa’s place in soups and as the main starch on plates was being supplanted by rice and cheap noodles.

Figure 5: Price Received by Farmers in Puno (Soles/kg) 1995-2012.
Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Informática.

The impacts of the quinoa boom were decidedly dif-
ferent in urban and rural regions of Peru. In rural regions of the
highlands, farmers who had long produced quinoa as part of a
diverse portfolio of crops increased production of quinoa to take
advantage of high price. Space that was previously dedicated
to diverse potatoes or legumes was replaced by quinoa. None of the interviewed farmers sold all their quinoa: they all saved
part of their harvest for home consumption. However, farmers commonly saved different varietals for home consumption than those that they sold. While exporters preferred the large-grain white quinosas, many farmers discussed different culinary uses for different quinoa varietals, (e.g. dark quinosas were best in soups) and likewise many farmers cultivated separate plots of diverse quinosas for home consumption.

While farmers continued to consume quinoa, the new
income also gave them access to consumer goods and increased
purchasing power. Many farmers purchased Coca Cola and Inka
Cola in local stores, though the lack of consumer infrastructure in local stores meant that farmers had to travel meager too far
actually gain access to an increasing array of consumer goods.
This increased buying power is commonly touted as a benefit of
quinoa commercialization (and all traditional food commer-
cialization), as theoretically it offers farmers more “food security” in a market sense[35]. Yet whether increased income actually translates into better nutrition in the quinoa case seems unlikely given pre-boom diets were nutritionally dense and many of the products in local markets are sodas and candy (stores in rural ar-
eas of the highlands are very small and mostly have sodas, candies, cookies for food and focus on procurement of other goods such as batteries).
Interviews during summer 2015 did not focus on changing consumption practices amongst quinoa farmers, but this issue will be explored during the next phase of this project, which includes twelve months of fieldwork during Academic Year 2016 - 17. However, it does seem likely that while the quinoa boom did not reduce quinoa consumption amongst farmers, it did introduce them to a number of new consumer goods that they previously could not afford. The incomes earned from quinoa production gave producers a newfound power to purchase foodstuffs from stores.

Peru’s urban poor on the other hand were negatively affected by the quinoa boom. For people living in highland cities, where quinoa was commonly eaten, and in Lima’s periphery, where quinoa served as a nutritional buffer in extreme poverty, the skyrocketing price of quinoa caused a radical decline in quinoa consumption. While no official statistics document the degree of this decline, in interviews and informal conversations with residents of Puno and Lima, many said that the high cost prevented them from buying quinoa. Many had replaced quinoa with cheap starch substitutes, primarily rice and wheat noodles. Nutritionally, this replacement is incredibly problematic as quinoa has much more nutritionally dense that rice or noodles, and many of those living in urban poverty did not have means to afford (or access to) fresh fruits and vegetables that could replace quinoa nutritionally. The vast majority of quinoa produced between 2007 and 2013 in Peru was destined for export.

The rising quinoa prices and corresponding reduction in access for urban poor caught the attention of policymakers and the international media, and was used to justify the expansion of quinoa production outside the Andes. Reports published by the FAO, media entities, Peru’s Ministry of Agriculture argued that increasing quinoa supply would reduce prices and allow quinoa to be accessible to more people. The FAO deemed 2013 the “International Year of Quinoa” in an effort to expand quinoa production in the name of solving global hunger. Quinoa production was initiated along Peru’s coast (where yields are 2 - 3 times that in the highlands) and quinoa production has rapidly expanded in nations around the world, particularly the US, Canada, Italy.

At the same time, quinoa was gaining acclaim in Peru’s upper-class social worlds, and came to hold a key position in Peru’s “Gastronomic Boom.” While fine-dining restaurants in Lima had long been modeled on European cuisines, and ingredients and dishes from the Andes were considered street or peasant food, around 2000 a major effort to create a distinctive Peruvian cuisine, called Novo Andino (or new Andean) commenced. Novo Andino cuisine retooled indigenous dishes from the notorious cuy (guinea pig) to mashua roots and presented them as fine dining. Spearheaded by Peru’s now famous celebrity chef, Gaston Acurio, Peruvian food quickly gained international acclaim and they suddenly opened to urban poor to consume quinoa. During my 2014 fieldwork, quinoa soups began appearing on menus in working class eateries, and people working outside the quinoa industry celebrated the price drop. Thus while the quinoa boom was a boon for farmers and a problem for urban poor, the bust was a problem for the farmers and something for urbanites to celebrate.

Conclusion

This paper has used the quinoa boom as a case study to examine the nutritional dimensions of traditional food commercialization, and specifically the consumer desires that make such foods attractive and the impact of traditional food commercialization on nutrition in producing nations. It has also sought to provide a model for studying consumer and producer communities together. While many studies examine consumer trends, most of these ignore the impacts on producer communities, and at the same time the studies examining agricultural producer nutrition rarely examine the relationships to consumers of the foods they produce. Quinoa rose to international fame due to its rich nutrition as well as its linkage with the Inca Empire. The rise of gluten avoids, vegetarianism, veganism, and the discourse of “super foods” created an opening for quinoa in the US foodscape. The impacts of the quinoa boom on producer’s communities and residents of producer community nations has been complex. While highland smallholders benefitted from the price surge, urban poor who had previously consumed quinoa were forced to replace quinoa with cheaper foods. However, the recent quinoa bust has reversed these dynamics such that few highland smallholders can make a living on quinoa while urban poor can once again consume this food that has long been central in daily diets. These trends are likely to be patterns in traditional food commercialization, and thus bring to the fore major challenges for traditional food commercialization that allows sustainable poverty alleviation for producers while not pre-
vent other traditional consumers of the food from accessing it. As markets for traditional foods and “super foods” grow in first-world countries, it is imperative that we design institutions to address these problems and find balance between producer profits and access to the traditional food in domestic markets.
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